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SECY-90-400Recember6.1990 (Notation Vote)-

For: The Commissioners

[r_p3: James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations

hM: DENIAL 0F PETITION FOR RULEMAKING (PRM-50-50) REQUESTING
RESCISSION OF 10 CFR 50.54 PARAGRAPHS (X) AND (Y),
" REASONABLE ACTION THAT DEPARTS FROM A LICENSE CONDITION OR
A TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION"

Purpose: To obtain Commission approval for publication of a Federal
Register notice denying the petition.

Backaround: On April 18, 1988, Mr. Charles Young of Glen Ellyn,
Illinois, petitioned the NRC for a rulomaking to rescind
10 CFR 50.54 paragaphs (x) and (y) (Enclosure 1).
Paragraph (x) of this section permits licensees to take
reasonable action that departs from a license condition or a
technical specification in an emergency when this action is
immediately needed to protect the public health and safety
and no action consistent with license conditions and
technical specifications that can provide adequate or
equivalent protection is immediately apparent.
Paragraph (y) of this section requires that licensee action
permitted by paragraph (x) shall be approved, as a minimum,
by a senior operator prior to taking the action.

Mr. Young's background includes employment at Commonwealth
Edison Company and previous experience in the Atomic Energy
Commission and U.S. Navy. He opposes the regulation because
he believes that nuclear power plants should be operated in
accordance with the operating license and appropriate
technical specifications and that requiring a senior
operator to follow the technical specifications during an
emergency enhances plant safety.

NOTE: TO BE MADE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE
WHEN THE FINAL SRM IS MADE
AVAILAULE

Contact:
J. Scarborough, RES

}492-3797

M. Fleishman, RES g ["*-3 *
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The Commissioners 2

The petitioner notes that the technical specif4ations
(a) prescribe _settirgs for safety systems ac nuclear power
plants, such as tha emergency core cooling system, so that
action of a safety system will corrw an abnormal condition
before-fuel design limits are exceeded; and (b) require an
automatic safety system to operate as long as the abnormal
condition which threatens the nuclear fuel exists in the
pl ant. The petitioner cites several cases of hazardous
practices involving nuclear power reactors where these
practices could-lead to an accident similar to the one at
Three Mile Island, Unit 2. The petitioner claims that three
official investigations have confirmed that damage-to the
nuclear reactor at Three Mile Island, Unit 2, could have-
been prevented if the operators had followed the
requirements _of the plant's operating license and technical *

specifications.

According to the petitiv er, the three investigations ~ and
their applicable findig are as follows:,

(1) The Presid6nt's Commission found that reactor
core damage would have been' prevented if the high

. pressure injection system had not been throttled.
-[Kemeny. Commission Finding #4, pg 28)

(2) Calculations by the Special Inquiry Group show .

-that use of the high pressure injection system would
,

have prevented overheating of the fuel and release of :

. radioactive material. (Rogovin, Vol 11, Part 2,_pgh
D.2.b, pgs 558, 561)

'

-(3) The Special Investigation by the Senate
Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation found the cause of
severe damage.to the reactor core was the.

'

inappropriate _ overriding-of automatic safety equipment
by plant-and managers. [ Hart Report Chapter 2,
Findingsiand Conclusions,_#2, pg 9)

iThe petitioner believes that the NRC should rescind the
existing provisions in paragraphs (x) and (y) of 1

10 CFR-50.54 to adequately protect the- public health and
safety from the hazards of nuclear radiation from nuclear ;

power reactors.
.

Notice of_ receipt of the petiti_on and request for public-
-comment was published in the Federal Register on August 26,
:1988 [53 FR 32624)_(Enclosure _2).= On October 20, 1988 the-

.

-original notice of receipt for PRM-50-50 was corrected to
_

L

provide additional information in support of-.the
petitioner's original intent by revising two sentences in
:the Grounds for the Petition. The' correction had the effectE

,

1
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of increasing the number of plants included in the basis for
the petition [53 FR 40432] (Enclosure 3). The sixty-day
comment period of the original petition expired on October
18, 1988. A total of seven responses were received,
representing eleven organizations. All of the commenters
(seven organizations) were opposed to the petition for '

.

.c rulemaking.

Discussion: It is the staff's position that emergency conditions can
arise during which a license condition could prevent
necessary protective action by.the licensee, and that ,

paragraphs (x) and (y) of 10 CFR 50.54 allow this action to
be taken_in emergency circumstances. Technical
Specifications contain a wide range of operating limitations-
and requirements concerning actions to be-taken if certain
systems fail and if certain parameters are exceeded. The
bulk of technical specificat_ ions are devoted to keeping the
plant parameters within safe bounds and keeping safety
equipment operable during normal operation. However,
technical-specifications also require the implementation of
a wide' range of operating procedures which go into great
detail as to actions to be taken in the course of o)eration
to maintain faci'ity safety. -These procedures are aased on
the various conditions - normal, transient. and ' accident
conditions - analyM as part of the licensing process.

Nevertheless, unanticipated circumstances can occur during
,

the course of emergencies. These circumstances may call for 4

responses.different from any considered during the course of
= licensing; e.g., the need to isolate the accumulators to
prevent nitrogen injection to the core while there was still
substantial pressure in the primary system was not foreseen
in the licensing process before THI-2; thus, the technical
specifications prohibited-this-action. Other circumstances
requiring a deviation from license requirements can arise '

during emergencies involving multiple equipment failure or
coincident accidents where plant--emergency procedures could
be in conflict, or not ' applicable to the circumstances.

An accident can take a course different from that visualized
when the emergency procedure was written, thuc requiring a-'

protective response at: variance with a procedure required to
_

be.followed by the--licensee. In addition, performance of-
routine surveillance testing,_ which might fall due during a-
period for which~the plant is in an emergency status, may
have to be delayed or cancelled because it could either
divert the attention of the operating crew-from the
-emergency or cause loss-of- equipment needed for proper
protective action.

_ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . __ _ ._ .. _ . _ . _ ..- _ .. _ _ . _ .,,, -
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Paragraph (x) of 10 CFR 50.54 is similar to the so-called
" General Prudential Rule" contained in both the
International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea,
1972, and the Inland Navigational Rules Act of 1980. This
rule states:

"In construing and complying with these Rules due
regard shall be had to all dangers of navigation and
collision and to any special circumstances, including
the limitations of the vessels involved, which make a
departure from those rules necessary to avoid
immediate danger."

Thus, a Commanding Officer of a ship is permitted to deviate
from written rules to the extent necessary to save the ship.

Paragraph (x) of 10 CFR 50.54 is also very similar to a
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) rule governing the
operation of aircraft, 14 CFR 91.3, which states that "[i]n

_

an emergency requiring immediate action, the pilot in
command may deviate from any rule . . . to the extent
necessary to meet that emergency. Each pilot in command who
deviates from a rule . . . shall, upon the request of the
Administrator, send a written report of that deviation to
the Administrator,"

As the Commission stated in the Statement of Considerations
for the Final Rule adopting 10 CFR 50.54 paragraphs (x) and
(y), "The Commission had both the General Prudential Rule
and the FAA rule in mind when it framed the proposed rule".
[48 FR 13966]

All of the public comments received by the staff on the
petition opposed any change to 10 CFR 50.54 paragraphs (x)
and (y). Most of the commenters observed that technical
specifications do not dictate mitigation strategies or
recovery actions under accident conditions as the petitioner
states; rather, generic emergency operating procedures
approved by the NRC are relied upon for this purpose
instead. Examples of proceduralized deviations from
technical specifications were cited and included: inhibiting
detrimental automatic plant responses; defeating interlocks
to allow preferred flow paths; taking manual control of
automatic systems; maintaining plant parameters (such as
reactor water level) outside normal ranges; and cross-tying
non-safety equipment to perform accident mitigation
functions.

One commenti.r noted that without 10 CFR 50.54 paragraphs (x)
and (y), operators may be reluctant to take reasonable

1
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actions in an emergency immediately needed to protect the
health and safety of the public. Another consenter noted
that requiring operators to obtain permission from the NRC
to deviate from technical specifications during an emergency
could result in diversion of personnel resources at a
critical time.

A third commenter, a legal firm representing five utility
licensees, stated that even if the petitioner's statement
that the TMI accident would not have occurred had operators
complied with technical specification and operating license
conditions were true, this conclusion did not support
elimination of 10 CFR 50.54 paragraphs (x) and (y). As the
Kemeny Commission found, "[t]he accident at . . . TMI
occurred as a result of a series of human, institutional,
and mechanical f ailures." The commenter further strestes
that "10 C.F.R. Es 50.54(x) and (y) were promulgated
subsequent to TMI." Furthermore, the commenter pointed out
that one of the lessons learned from TMI is that the range
of circumstances addressed by the technical specifications
is limited and that strict adherence to them in an emergency
can actually be hazardous to public health and safety.

The staff believes that operators of nuclear power plants
must be provided the flexibility during plant emergencies to
deviate from plant technical specifications and license
conditions in order to respond appropriately to the
emergencies and to place the plant in a safe condition. The
petition did not present any new information which showed
that this flexibility was unnceded.

Therefore, the staff proposes to deny the petition for
rulemaking (PRM-50-50) .

Recommend _ tion: That the Commission:

1. Anorove publication of a notice of denial of the
petition for rulemaking (PRM-50-50). (Enclosure 4).

2. Enig that:

a. The staff intends to inform the petitioner of its
decision to deny the petition (Enclosure 5),

b. That the Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation of the
Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works, the
Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment of the

_ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - __-___-_--____________ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ --__ _
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House Committee on interior and Insular Affairs, and
the Subcommittee on Environment, Energy, and Natural
Resources of the House Committee on Government
Operations will be informed (Enclosure 6),

c. That the staff recommends this paper be placed in
the PDR.

'

.Cpordinat ion: The Office of General Counsel has reviewed this paper and
has no legal objection.

/

\

mesM.The
_

lor
xecutive Utrector
for Operations

Enclosures:
1. Letter from Charles Young to Lando Zec., dtd April 18, 1988
2. FR Notice of Receipt of Petition [53 FR 32624)
3. FR Notice of Correction of Petition (53 FR 40432]
4. Proposed Notice of Denial of Petition for Rulemaking
5. Proposed Letter to Petitioner
6. Proposed Letter to Senate and House Subcommittees

Commissioners' comments or consent should be provided directly
to the Office of the Secretary by COB Thursday, December 20, 1990.

Commissien Staff Office comments, if any, should be submitted
to the Commissioners NLT Thursday, December 13, 1990, with an
information copy to the Office of the Secretary. If the paper
is of such.a nature that it requires additional time for
analytical review and comment, the Commissioners and the
Secretariat should be apprised of when comments may be expecteC.

| DISTRIDUTION:
| Commissioners

OGC
OIG
GPA
REGIONAL OFFICES
EDO
ACRS
ASLBP
ASLAP

| SECY
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262 Sheffield Lane
Glen Ellyn, 11. 60137
April 18, 1988

H;. Lando Zech
Cha i r ma n
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Lando:

In May 1987, I made a formal Complaint to the Illinois
Comme r ce Commission agai nst Commonwealth Edison Company, the
Chicago based utility. I complained that Commonwealth Edison
risks the health and se f ety of Illinois citizens when
operating nuclear power plants in northern Illinois.

During proceedings conducted by the Illinois Commerce
Commission, Commonwealth Edison's lawyer acknowledged that
Company officials authorize work in a reactor containment
vessel with the reactor producing power at Dresden and Quad
Cities Stat 4ons. The lawyer also acknowledged that Company
officia*s authorize operators to turn off water being pumped.

into a nuclear reactor by a safety system before the system
has finished its job during an emergency. Commonwealth
Edison's lawyer moved that my Complaint be dismissed because
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission resolved these issues in
1982 and nuclear safety is a matter under federal
jurisdiction.

The Illinois Commerce Commission dismissed my Complaint for
want of jurisdiction. In a letter dated January 13, 1988, the
Chairman of the Commerce Commission suggested that I write to
Region III of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

On January 29, 1988, I wrote to the Regional Administrator,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region III. I cited the
hazardous practices at Commonwealth Edison's nuclear power
plants. In a follow up letter dated February 24, 1988, I
wrote that employees work near a nuclear reactor producing
power at the Company's Dresden and Quad Cities Stations, but
risking a fuel meltdown by turning off a safety system can
occur at any Commonwealth Edison nuclear power plant.

Hr. Charles H. Well, Investigation and Compliar.ca Specialist,
acknowledged my letters. In a letter dated March 31, 1988,
Mr. Edward G. Greenman, Director Division of Reactor
Projects, replied to my complaints.

Mr. Greenman writes that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
approves of employees working in a reactor containment vessel
when the reactor is producing power at Commonwealth Edison's
Dresden and Quad Cities Stations. Mr. Greenman writes that
when workers are inside the containment vessel with the

Enclosure 1
1
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reactor producing power, the containment vessel is always
deinerted. But Dresden Unit 2 Technical Specification
3.7.A.5.a. requires that the containment vessel be inerted -

oxygen concentration reduced to less than 5% with nitrogen -
during reactor power operations. Commonwealth Edison
officials therefore violate Operating Licenses and Technical
Specifications when they work employees in a reactor
containment vessel with the reactor producing power at
Dresden and Quad Cities Stations.

Mr. Greenman also writes that the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission approves of employees working in a containment
vessel with the reactor producing power because Commonwealth
Edison officials ensure that the radiation dose limits of 10
CFR Part 20 are not exceeded. But 10 CFR part 20 reads, in
addition to complying with stipulated dose limits, officials
shall make every reasonable ef f ort to maintain radiation
exposures of nuclear plant employees as low as reasonably
achievable. Because of high radiation levels, General
Electric engineers designed the boiling water reactors at
Dresden and Quad Cities to operate without workers entering
the containment vessel during power operations (General
Electric Manuals NEDO-10128 and NEDO-10260). Commonwealth
Edison officials therefore violate 10 CFR Part 20 and plant
Operating Licenses, when they expose workers to hazardous
radiation by sending them into a reactor containment vessel
with the reactor producing power at Dresden and Quad Cities
Stations.

Mr. Greenman writes that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
considers it reasonable to turn off a nuclear plant safety
system in an emergency. But Federal Regulations require a
nuclear plant saf ety system to pump water into a nuclear
reactor as long as the abnormal condition which activated the
system, persists. Commonwealth Edison's policy permits
operators to turn off water being pumped into a nuclear
reactor during an emergency bef ore the saf ety system has
finished its job. Turning off water being pumped into a
nuclear reactor during an emergency, can cause a nuclear fuel
meltdown. Commonwealth Edison's policy can cause a nuclear
fuel meltdown, release of highly radioactive fission
products, and exposure of plant personnel and people nearby
to hazardous radiation. Hr. Greenman writes that the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission af firms this policy - a policy that can
cause an accident like Three Mile Island.

|
Regarding the Three Mile Island accident, Victor Stello
writes:

had the operators allowed the emergency core cooling|
"

..

system to per form its intended function, damage to the cor e
! would most likely have been prevented." (FORWARD to NUREG-
| 0600, fifth paragraph)
!
|
|
,

2
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:n July, 1979, Mr. Stello commissioned a Special Review Group
to review the lessons learned from the Three Mile Island
a cc ident . The Special Review Group found if operators had
adhered to Technical Specifications, the high pressure
injection system would not have been throttled with the
reactor coolant system at low pressure conditions. (NUREG-
0616, pgs 87, BB)

Three official investigations confirm that operating Three
Mile Island as required by the Operating License and
Technical Specifications, would have prevented damage to the
nuclear reactor:
(1) The president's Commission found that reactor core damage
would have been prevented if the high pressure injection
system had not been throttled. (Kemeny Consission Finding #4,
pg 28)
(2) Calculations by the Special Inquiry Group show that use
of the high pressure injection system would have prevented
overheating of the fuel and relesse of radioactive material.
(Rogovin Vol 11 part 2, pgh D.2.b, pgs 558,561)
(3) The Special Investigation by the Senate Subcommittee on
Nuclear Regulation f ound the cause of severe damage to the
reactor core was the inappropriate overriding of automatic
safety equipment by plant o erators and managers. (Hart
Report Chapter 2, Findings and Conclusions, #2, pg 9)

The Nuclear Regulatory Commi sion issued a new Regulation
on June 1, 1983. This Regulation, 10 CFR 50.54 (x) and (y),
authorizes a Senior Operator in a nuclear plant to deviate
from technical specifications in an emergency. Technical
specifications prescribe settings for nuclear plant safety
systems. Settings f or autonTtic protective systems -
emergency core cooling systams f or example - are defined so
that action of a safety system will correct an abnormal
condition before fuel design limits are exceeded. Technical
Specifications require an automatic safety system to operate
as long as the abnormal condition which threatens the nuclear
fuel exists in the plant. Following technical specifications
during an emergency leads to plant safety. Safety will not
require a Senior Operator to deviate from technical
specifications. Mr. Stello believes that following technical
specifications is the saf e way to operate a nuclear plant 1.

To protect public health and safety from the hazards of
nuclear radiation when nuclear energy is producing power, I
urge you to cancel Federal Regulation 10 CFR 50.54 paragraphs
(x) and (y). Enclosed is a draft to replace these paragraphs.

~

Sincerely yours,

di 7 ~~l
Charles Young

|.
'

,
3
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1 On December 31, 1984, the office of !4uclear Reactor
Regulation established a Technical Specification I mpr oveme nt
Project to corsider the entire subject of Technical
Specifications and provide recommendations for improvement.
The Group concluded that problems idstntified with Technical
Specifications do not pose an acute safety problem fot
operating power reactors. Mr. Stello sent the Report to the
Commissioners in a letter dated January 13, 1986. In his
letter, Mr. Stello endorsed the principal finding of the
Group. The Orcup's principle finding is that there are no
acute safety concerns associated with Technical
Specificationc which support a mandatory program of changes
to the Technical Specifications of operating reactors.

Enclosure

Copy to:

Ms. Mary Bushnell
Chairman
Illinois Commerce Commission

4
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Apontss: Comments (two copies) Dalrymen. Inc.. requested that the with the Administration on or before I

s,hould be filed with the USDA/AMS/ proposed terminauon of provisions of Septernber 9.1988.

Diary Division. Order Formulation the Nashville order be made effecuve in Pursuant to requests from interested,

Dranch. Room 2908. South Duilding. P.O. August 1988. The cooperative indicated parties for additional time to prepare

Box 90456. Washington. DC 20W-Gl50, that termination of the provisions their comments. the time for himg

would: comments concerning the proposed
som FUnTHan INFoRMATioN CONT ACn
Robert F. Croene. Marketing Specialist, (1) Facilitate the pooling of producer rulemaking is hereby extended 00 days.

USDA/AMS/Dalry Division. Order milk which will be needed to fulfill the D ATE.:The time for filing comments is

Formulation Branch. Room 2m8 South
fluid needs of pooldistributing plants; hereby extended to and including *

Dullding, P.O. Box 96456. Washington. '2) Eliminate unnecessary reporting November 8.1988.
t

DC 200aM450 (202) 447-2089.
costs otherwise borne by the receiving Apontss: Written comments may be

! sweettutNTAny INronu ArioN:The pool distributing plant on such milk mailed to: Packers and Stockyards
delivered for the account of Dairymen * Adminlitration. Room 3039 SouthRegulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S C. 001 I
Inc.: Building. U.S. Department of

612) requires the Agency to examine the (3) Allow the commingling of member Agriculture. Washington. DC 20250.
I

impact of a proposed rule on smal!
and nonmember milk on the same farrn. Comments received may lie inspected

entities. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 605(b), the
Administrator of the Agricultural to. market routes and thereby lead to durir.g normal business hcars in the

Marketing Service has certified that this greater farm tomarket delivery office of the Administrator,,

proposed action would not have a elficiency; and ,,, ,.UnrHen iNronu AtioN contact:
(4) Result in similar upplication under Kenneth Stricklin. Director Packer andsignificant economic impact on a the Nashville order as applies under Poultry Division, Packers and

'

substantial number of small entitles,'

Such action would lessen the regulatory most other Federal milk marketing Stockyards Administration. Room 3422

Im iact of the order on certain milk orders. South Building. U.o. Department of

ha diers and would tend to ensure that Therefore, cornments are sought to Agriculture, Washington. DC 20250 (202)

dairy farmers would have their milk determine whether the aforementioned 447-7363

priced undar the order and thereby provisions should be terminated. Done at was, ston. Dc this tard day of

rec Ive t e 1enefits that accrue from List of Subjects in 7 CFR Part 1098 August.1968.

Milk marketing order, Milk. Dairy 8[jy(8 ,"r}ocAm ondstocAyurds
Notice is hereby given that, pursuant

te the provisions of the Agricultural products. Admin /stmtion
The authority citation for CFR Part (FR De M2 Fild N N aWMarketing Agreement Act of1937, as

1008 continues to read as follows:amended (7 lj.S.C. 601-674), the
,termination of the following provlslons Authority; Secs.1 10,48 Stat. 31. as

---
-

of the order regulating the handling of amended; 7 U.S C. e01-e74.
!sned at Washingon.DC on: August 23' NUCLEAR REGUL.ATORY{ k in th t ashville marketing area la 'CMSM

1. n i 1098.9(c), the provision "of its I. patrick Boyta.
Administmtor. 10 CFR Part 50

In 1.008 73{ . the I>rovision "of its(FR Doc. 86-19463 Fited IW2FM &45 am]
3 MNWM ;am em msw*

data, views, or aignments about the Charles Young; Filing of Petttion for |A Ii rsons who want to send written
a

proposed termination should send two Packers and Stockyards Rulemaking
.

copiss of them to the Ihary Division. Adminletration Aott+cr. Nuclear Regulatory *

Agricultural Marketing Service, Room Commission, j
2968, South Dollding. U.S. Department of 9 CFR Parts 201 and 203 Ac n 0N: Notice of receipt of petition for i

Agricultural. Washington, DC 20:50, not rulemaking. i
later than 7 days af ter the publication of Poultry. Regulations and Policy
this notice in the Federal Register, it is Statements sussuARY:The Commissionis publishing

be limited in order that the termination
Actacy: Packers and Stockyards for public comment this notice of recel tnec:ssary that the time for responding

of a petition for rulemaking dated Ap ;

procedure can be completed at the -

Administration. USDA. 18,1988, which was filed with the |
c orliest possible date to adapt the order AcTeow: Notice of proposed rulemaking: Commission b Char!es Young.The .

to a recent change in milk handling extension of comment period. petition was d eketed by the
practices in the market, suuMAnr. On July 1L 1968, a notice of Commission on lul 3.1988, and has

The comments that are received will been assigned Doc et Nc. PRM-50-50.
be made available for public inspection- - proposed rulemaking was published in The petitioner re uests the Commission
In th: Dairy Division during normal the Federal Register 53 FR 20082)-

business hours (7 CFR 1.27(b)).
advising that the Po ers and to amend its te ations to rescind the

provision that authorizes nuclear power
| Stockyards Administration was plant operators to deviate frorn technical ',
|

Statement of Consideration proposing to amend certain existing specifications during an emergency.
| The proposed termination would regulations relative to poultry to

permit a cooperative casocir.f(on to be conform to the Poultry Producers DATE: Submit ccmments b October 25, !
'

the handler on milk of producers who Fmancial Protection Act of 1987 (Pub. t. 1988. Comments received fler this date
'

are not members of the cooperative 100-173) amending the Packers and will be considered if it is practical to do
so, but assurance of consideration i

nosociation when such milk is delivered Stockyards Act. cannot be given except as to commentsThat notice provided that comments
received on or before this date.to pool plants of other handlers for the

regarding the proposal should be filedaccount of the cooperative association,

.
|

Enclosure 2
-
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s ooQtsst s: Submit tomments to: preunted if plant operators had nmlear pour phmt shall estabhshSecretary, U S. Nuclear Kerulatory fubwed the requirements of the plant's pohcy for operatmg the plant. The Ch,'ef*

Cornmis sion. Wa shington. DC ;0555 operating lic ense and technical becuthe Offu.er shall direct that theAttentiorr Dodeting and Service speufications According to the nuclear power plant be operated inBranch. For a copy of the petaion, w:ne: petitioner, the three investigations and xcordance with the Operating 1.icenseRtJes Review and Editorial Section. their applicable findings are as follows: and Techtecal Specifwutions.Regulatory publications Branch. (1) The pre sident's Cornmission found
Divir, ion of Freedorn of Information and that reactor core damage would have Dm.d u RMe. MD th>i:2nd de of
pubhcations Services, Office of been prevented if the high pressure Auggi or i%g
Administration and Resources mjection system had not been throttled. For the Nuritar Regulator 3 Commispn.
hianagement. U.S Nuclear Regulatory (Kemeny Commission Finding c4. pg 20) S m uelL N ,
Comminion. Washington. DC 20555. (2) Calculations by the SpecialInquiry S * '' * /M' G *"",'8/o"
FOR FURTHER INFORM AtlON CONTACT: Croup shoW that use of the high (fR Doc. (&WOB Ided f*2NA 8 4$ am|
Juanita Deeson, Chief. Rules Review and pressure injection system would have smea coot nw-ow
Editorial Sectior. Regulatory prevented overheating of the fuel and
publications Dranch. Division of release of radioactive material,
Freedom of Information and (Regovin, Vol 11. part 2, pgh D.2.b pgs

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGYpubhcations Services. Office of 558,501)
Administration and Resources (3) The Speciallnvestigation by the Federal Energy Regulatoryhianagernent. Washington. DC 20%5. Senate Subcommittee on Nuclear CommissionTelephone (301) 492-8920. Regulation found the cause of severe
$UPPLEMENT ARY INFORM ATION: damage to the reactor core was the 18 CFR Part 101
Dackground inappropriate overriding of automstic

safety equipment by plant operators and (Docket No. FIM86-22-0001
1. retitioner's Interest rnanaFers. (llart Report Chapter 2.

Afr. Charles Young. the petitioner. is Findings and Conclusions *? pg 9) Accounting for Phase in Plans!
requesting the NRC to rescind ne petitioner believes the NRC Extension of Time
paragtaphs (x) and (y) of i $0.M of 10 should rescind the existing provisions in

uue Augun a m
CFR. The regula tion, issued on june 1, paragraphs (x) and (y) of i 50.M to

1983 (48 FR 13900). authorizes a semor edequately protect the public health and ActNCY: Federal Energy Regulatory
operator in a nuclear power plant to safety from the hazards of nuclear Commission. DOtt
deviate from technical specifications in radiation when nuclear energy is ACTION: Notice ofinquiry; extension of
un emergency. The petitioner opposes producing power. tima.
the regulation because he believes that ///. retitioner's Proposol NMARY: On June 21,19n8, thenuclear power plants should be
operated in accordance with the PART50-(AMENDED) Comminion issued a notice of inquiry

into the effects of recent and proposedoperating license and appropriate The petitioner proposes that to CFR actions of the Financial Accountingtechnical specifications and that LO.M (x) and (y) be amended to read as Standards Board
change the way re(FASB) that wouldrequiring a senior operator to follow the follows: gulated public utilitiestechnical specifications during an

emergency enhances plant safety. | 50.54 Conditions of Licenses, account for certain transactions in
financial statements that they issue toThe petitioner notes that technical * * * * '

the public. (53 FR 24090, ju :e 27,1988).specifications (a) prescribe settings for (x)ne Atomic Energy Act of10M On Augues 19,1988, an extension of timesafety systems at nuclear power plants, stipulates that a licensee shall operate a was granted at the request of varioussuch as the emergency core cooling commercial nuclear power plant in
system, so that action of a safety system accordance with technical interested parties for the filing of

will correct an abnormal condition spenfications. Technical specifica tions comments on the notice of inquiry,
before fuel design limits are exceeded; define the specific characteristics of a Daft:%e time for filing comments is
and (b) require an automatic safety nuclear power plant which ensure that extended from August 22,1968 to August
system to operate as long as the fueldesign limits are not exceeded 31,1988.

abnormal condition which threatens the during normal operations and AcoREss: Office of the Secreta'Y,825 N.
nuclear fuel exists in the plant, emergencies. Dy review of a nuclear Capitol Street NE, Washington, DC

//. Crounds for the Petition power plant's safety anal sie and M 20.
technical specifications, t e Nuclear FOR PVRTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:The petitionet cites several cases of Regulatory Commission determines thet Lois D. Cashell Acting Secretary,(202)hazardous practices where, the utilization of special nuclear material 357-8400.petitioner asserts, the licenece has
will be in accord with the commonviolated Federal regulations at the defense and security and will provide N*IO" O'

Dresden and Quad Cities Nuclear Power protection to the health and safety of the On August 19,1988.The AmericanPlants, owned by Commonwealth public.To prevent fuel damage and Institute of Certified Public AccountartsEdison Company, Chicago, Illinois. The protect public health and safety from the (AICPA) filed a motion for an extensionpetitioner believes that these practices hazards of nuclear radiation, a licensee of time to file comments in response to
could lead to an accident similar to the shall follow technical specifications the Commission's Notice of Inquiryone at Three Mile Island, Unit 2. The when operating a commercial nuclear issued June 21,1988,in the above-petitioner claims that three official power plant. docketed proceeding. In its motion, theinvestigations have confirmed that (y)The Chief Executive Officer of a AICPA states that whl.e the AiCpA'sdamage to the nuclear reactor at Three public utility or other organization Public Utility Committee is in theMile Islaad. Unit 2, could have been licensed to operate a commercial process of preparing comments in
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8. Section 1M4.235 is amended by Publications Dranch, Division of suuur.Ry:The Federal Home Loan Dank (

eviring paragraph (e)(3) to read as Freedom of Information and Board (" Board") is proposing revisions
follows: Publications Services. Office of to 12 CFR Parts 509 and 512.

Administration and Resources respectively,its regulations governing
| ) 1944.235 Actions subsequent to loan Management, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory the rules of practice and proedure in
l approvat, Cornmission Washington, DC 20555, adjudicaiory proceed'ngs and

(a)''' Te/cphone:301-492-3782, investigative and formal examination
'

(3) Unless the applicant Is a nnpro, fit in the notice of receipt for PRM40-50 proceedings. The proposed revisions to
organization, the applicant will furnisn published on August 26,1988 (53 FR part 509 would streamline prehearing
evidence that the inJtial operating 32824), under the heading. *!!. Grounds procedures with a view towd
capitzl ls in place. lf cash is being used, for the Petition," remove the first two expediting the proceedir gs, c%fy the
evidence of deposit in the general sentences and insert the following authority of Administrative Law Judges
opnating account will be furnished,if sentences in thelt place- appointed to conduct the proceedings,
en irrevocable letter of credit is being The petitioner states that not and add several new provisions.The
used,it will be maintained in the District following technical specifications in an proposed reviolons to Part 512 would be
Office with the casefile. emergency could lead to an accident of a clarifying and technical nature ar.d
* * * * * similar to the one at Three Mile Island, would update several provisions of the

Unit 2. The peutioner states that Federal rules relatin8 to the con:!uct of
g 1944.237 (Amendedl

- Regulations require a nuclear plant investigative and formal examination
9. In ( 1944.237, pr.re giaph (c)(2) ,e ,,g,gy ,y,.cm to pump water into a proceedings,

nca at the en7o the a agraph: nucler' reactor as lore as the abnormal oATE: Come ents must be received by
condition which acthated the system December 18,1988.n

"The 2 percer.1 can Le in the form of
[I8$f,fje p,CI bs ope ator to turncash or an irrevocable letter of credit as ADDRESS: Send Comments to: Director, f

, r Public Information Services Section,- described in l1944.211(a)(0) of this off water being pumped into a nuclear Office of the Secretariat, Federal Homes ubptrt." reactor during an emer ncy before the Loan Bank Board,1700 C Street, NW.,
Exh/b/t A-4/ Amended / safety system has fini ed its job. The Weshin8 ton, DC 20552, Commr..u will

10. In Exhibtt A-6 of Subpart E, the {etiticner notes that turing off watergggg gg
eing pumped into a nuclear reactorintroductory text of paragraph 1.A. le gg,s Information Services Office at'

nu l?ar fu I do n. lease of highly 80 1[th Street, NW., Washington, DC, {ent n at the n the a agraph:
'The initial op,:;ati a ital red o e n a, a

*

g ,nd cople FoR rvRTHER INFORMAT)CN CONTACT;
'

'' 9 " * "'E '
nearby to hazardous radiation.T e Cary A.Cegenheimer Senior Attorney,

centributing cash o by rovidmg a
irrevocable letter o re p duoner offers that during a Office of Enforcement,(202) 6534812: or

~

Proceeding before the Blinois Commerce bsemary Stewart, Director, Office of
Dated: September 61988. Coatmission on Septernber 15,1987 Enforcement, (202) 653-2826.

Vace 1. Clark, Commonwealth Edison's attorney cited SUPPt.EMENTARy INFORMATION:The
Administrotor, Torrners Uom' 10 CFR 50,54, paragraphs (x) and (y) as Board is considering certain revisions to
Administratica. authority for their policy, The petitir'ner its Rules of Practice and Procedure that
(FR Doc. 8643718 FileL 10-14-ao, &45 em) states that this policy applies to all of govern adjudicatory proceedings
newNQcoos6.AlbeH8 Commonwealth Ediston's nuclear powcr authorized by the Nation.1 Housing Act

plants: therefore, the petitioner of 1934,12 U.S.C.1730 ("NHA"), the ,

concludes that Commonwealth Fdison Home Owr.ers' Loan Act of1933,12
NUCt. EAR REGULATORY risks s.n accident such as the accident at U.S.C.1',64 ("HOLA"), the Change in
COMMISSION nree Mile Island Unit 2 at twelve SavNs and Loan Control Act,12 U.S.C.

-

nuclear power planta, 1*,,0(q)(" Control Act"), the Savings and
Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this itth day Loan Holding Company Act,12 U.S.C.

! Dock;t No. PRM@501 of October 1988. 1730a (the *llolding Company Act") and
For the Nuclea: Regulatcty Commission- the Securities Exchange Act of1934 (the

Charks Young;Fliing of Pstition for " Exchange Act").nese proposed
Rulemaking revisions would, inter alia, revisego.
AotNcy: Nuclear Regulatory [FR Doc. aa 23890 Filed 10-M-48; 8.45 am) f,"wa#fe^t a[ining ad ud cato y 'rC:mmission, ,wuo coog rs,"* H'

proceedings and eliminatinfe authority
the need for

ACTION: Rt,ceipt of petition f ' - - unnecessary proof, clarify t
rulsmaking: correction. of Administrative LawJudges i,

FEDERAWOME W BAE BOARD
svMMARY: %1: document clarifles a designated to conduct such proceedings,

porti:n of the notice of receipt for a 12 CFR Parts 609 and 512 clarify when depositions may be taken

petition for rulemaking filed by Charles in connection with adjudicatory

Young and docke*ad as PRM-50-50.The [No.68-16491 proceedings, and institute a new
procedum for senmary disposition'notice of receipt for this petiuon was R*s of Practice and Procedm where no genuine irsues of material factpubikhed August 28,1988 (53 FR 32824).
exist.Th!2 nouce provides additional . Data: September 29,1968.

AoENcy: Federal Home Loan Dank In addition, the Board la proposin8Mformation in support of the petitioner's
certain techical amendments to ita Rulescrigin:1 latent. Bo rd. |
for Invest!grative Proccedings andFO3 FURTHER IWORMAT10N CONTACT 1 N Pdrul'John D Philips, Acting Chief Regulatory Fonnal Examinadoa Proceedings

,
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ilucLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 50

(Docket No. PRM-50-50]

DENIAL OF PETITION FOR RULEMAKING (PRM-50-50) REQUESTING RESCISSION OF

10 CFR 50.54 PARAGRAPHS (X) AND (Y), " REASONABLE ACTION THAT DEPARTS

FROM A LICENSE CONDITION OR A TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION"

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ACTION: Denial of Petition for Rule 'taking

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is denying a petition for

rulemaking submitted on April 18, 1988, by Mr. c. les Young of Glen Ellyn,

illinois, in his own behalf which requests that the Commission rescind

10 CFR 50.54 paragraphs (x) and (y) to preclude deviation-from license

conditions or technical specifications for licensed nuclear power plants in an

emergency when this action is immediately needed to protect the public health

and safety and no action consistent with license conditions and technical

specifications that can provide r.dequate or equivalent protection is

immediately apparent.

Enclosure 4
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ADDRESSES: Copies of comments and documents cited in this-notice are

available for public inspection at the NRC Pub;ic Document Room, 2120 L

Street, (Lower Level), NW., Washington, D.C.

,

FOR FURTHER INFORMAYION CONTACT: Mr. Mcrton R. Fleishman, Office of Nuclear

Regulatory Ret.earch, U. S. Regu'' tory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555,

Telephone S01-492-3794.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Backaround:

By letter dated April 18, 1988, Charles Young of 2 Sheffield Lane,

Glen Ellyn, Illinois,- petitioned the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to

rescind the provision that authorizes nuclear power plant operators to deviate

from technical specifications during an emergency. The petitioner notes that

the 'i.chnical specifications (a) prescribe settings for safety systems at-

nuclear power plants, such as the emerger. y core cooling system, so that

action of a safety system will correct an abnormal. condition before fuel

design limits are exceeded; and (b) require an automatic safety system to

operate as long as the abnormal condition which threatens the nuclear fuel-

exists in the plant. The petitioner cites several cases of practices

involving nuclear power reactors that he considers.to be hazardous. In his

opinion, these practices could lead to an accident similar to the one at Three

Mile Island, ~ Vnit 2. The petitioner claims that three official investigatior.s

Enclosure 4
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have confirmed that damage to the nuclear reactor at Three Mile Island,

Unit 2, could have been prevented if the operators had followed the

requirements of the plant's operating license and technical specifications.

According to the petitioner, the three investigations and their

applicable findings are as follows:

,

(1) The President's Commission found that reactor core damage would

have been prevented if the high pressure injection system had not been

throttled. [Kemeny Commission Finding #4, r- 28)

(2) Calculations by the Special Inquiry Group show that use of the high

pressure injection system would have prevented overheating of the fuel

and release of radioactive material. [Rogovin, Vol II, Part 2, pgh

! D.2.b, pgs 558, 561)

(3) The Special Investigation by the Senate Subcommittee on Nuclear

Regulation found the cause of severe damage to the reactor core was the

inappropriate overriding of automatic safety equipment by plant and

managers. [ Hart Report Chapter 2, Findings and Conclusions, #2, pg 9]-

The petitioner believes that the NRC should rescind the existing provisions in

. paragraphs (x) and (y) of 10 CFR 50.54 to adequately protect the public health
*

and safety from the hazards of nuclear radiation from nuclear power reactors.

Notice of receipt of the pitition and request for public comment was

published in the Federal Register on August 26, 1988 [53 FR 32624]. On

Enclosure 4
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October- 20, 1988 the original notice of receipt for PRM-50-50 was corrected to

provide additional information in support of the petitioner's original intent

by revising two sentences in the Grounds for the Petition. The correction had

the effect of increasing the number of plants included in the basis for the

petition (53 FR 40432]. The sixty-day comment period of the original

petition expired on October 18, 1988. A total of seven (7) public comment

letters were received, representing eleven organizations. All of the

commenters (seven organizations) were opposed to the petition for rulemaking.

The comment letters may be examined in the NRC public document room. All
,

comment letters have been evaluated by the NRC staff.

Discussion:

It is the Commission's position that emergency conditions can arise

during which a license condition could prevent necessary protective action by

the i t censee. Technical Specifications contain a wide range of operating

limitations and requirements concerning actions to be taken if certain systems>

fail and if _certain parameters are exceeded. The bulk of- technical

specifications are devoted to keeping the plant parameters within safe bounds

and keeping safety equipment operable during normal operation. However,'

. technical specifications also require the implementation of a wide range of

operating procedures which go into great detail as to actions to be taken in

the course of operation to maintain facility safety. These procedures are

based on the various conditions - normal,_ transient, and accident conditions -
I ' analyzed as part of the licensing process.

Enclosure 4
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-Nevertheless, unanticipated circumstances can occur during the course of

emergencies. These circumstances may call for responses different from any

considered during the course of licensing; e.g., the need to isolate the

accumulators to prevett nitrogen injection to the core while there was still

substantial pressure .n the primary system was not foreseen in the licensing

process before TMI-2; thus, the technical specifications prohibited this

ection. Other circumstances requiring a deviation from license requirements

can arise during emergencies involving multiple equipment failure or

coincident accidents where plant emergency procedures could be in conflict, or

not applicable to the circumstances.

An accident can take a course different from that visualized when the

emergency procedure was written, thus requiring a protective response at

variance with a procedure required to be followed by the licensee. In

addition, performance of routine surveillance testing, which might fall due

during a period for which the plant is in an emergency status, may have to be

-delayed or cancelled because it could either-divert the attention of the

operating crew from the emergency or cause loss of equipment needed for proper

. protective' action. It was for these reasons that the Commission added

paragraphs (x) and (y) to 10 CFR Part 50.54 (47 FR 35996).

Paragraph (x) of 10 CFR 50.54 is similar to the so-called " General
,

| Prudential Rule" contained in both the International Regulations for

Preve ting Collisions.at Sea, 1972, and the Inland Navigational Rules Act of

! 1980. This rule states:
!

u

'

Enclosure 4
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"In construing and complying with these Rules due regard shall be had to

all dangers of navigation and collision and to any special,

circumstances, includir.g the limitations of the vessels involved, which

make a departure from tho~se rules necessary to avoid immediate danger."

Thus, a Commanding _ Officer of a ship is permitted to deviate from written

rules to the extent necessary to save the ship.

Paragraph (x) of 10 CFR 50.54 is also very similar to a Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA) rule governing the operation of aircraft, 14 CFR 91.3,

which states tha+ "i]n an emergency requiring immediate action, the pilot in

command may deviate from any rule . . . to the extent necessary to meet that

emergency. Each pilot in command who deviates from a rule . . . shall, upon

the request of the Administrator, send a written report of that deviation to

the Administrator.

As the Commission stated in the Statement of Considerations for the

Final Rule adopting 10 CFR 50.54 paragraphs (x) and (y), "The Commission had

both the General Prudential Rule and the FAA rule in mind when it framed the

proposed rule". [48 FR 13966)

All of the public comments received by the staff on the petition opposed

any change to 10 CFR 50.54 paragraphs (x) and (y). Most of the commenters

observed that technical specifications do not dictate mitigation strategies or-

recovery _ actions under accident conditions as the petitioner states; rathe ,

generic emergency operating procedures approved by the NRC are relied upon'for

this purpose instead. Examples of procedural.:ed e:viations from technical

_ specifications were cited and-included: inhibiting detrimental automatic plant

Enclosure 4
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responses; defeating interlocks to allow preferred flow paths; taking manual

control of automatic systems; maintaining plant parameters (such as reactor

water level) outside normal ranges; and cross-tying non-safety equipment to

perform accident aitigation functions.

One commenter noted that without 10 CFR 50.54 paragraphs (x) and (y),

operators may be reluctant to take reasonable actions in an emergency

immediately needed to protect the health and safety of the public, Another

commenter noted that requiring operators to obtain permission from the NRC tu

deviate from technical specifications during an emergency could result in

diversion of personnel resources at a critical time.

A third commenter, a legal firm representing five utility licensees,

stated that even if the petitioner's statement that the TMI accident would not

have occurred had operators complied with technical specification and

operating license conditions were true, this conclusion did not support

elimination of 10 CFR 50.54 paragraphs (x) and (y). As the Kemeny Commission

found, "[t]he accident at . . . TMI occurred as a result of a series of human,

institutional, and mechanical failures." The commenter further stresses that

"10 C.F.R. ! 50.54(x) and (y) were promulgated subsequent to TMI "

,Furthermore, the commenter pointed out that one of the lessons learned from

TMI is that the range of-circumstances adoressed by the technical

L specifications is _ limited and that strict adherence to them in an emergency

can actually be hazardous to public health and safety.

- The' petitioner has not shown that the requested rule change to rescind -

I paragraphs (x) and (y) of 10 CFR 50.54 would enhance the public health and

Enclosure 4
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safety or lessen the impact on the environment. Hence, the Commission has

decided to deny the petition for rule making. <

Dated at Rockville, Maryland this _ _ day of 1990.

For the ;1uclear Regulatory Commission,

.. - - - . .

Samuel J Chilk

Secretary of the_ Commission

'
,
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Mr. Charles Young
262 Sheffield Lane
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

Dear Sir:

On April 18, 1988 you filed a petition for rulemaking (PRM-50-50) requesting
that the Commission rescind its regulation 10 CFR 50.54 paragraphs (x) and (y)
which authorizes nuclear power operators to deviate from technical
specifications during an emergency. Notice of the receipt of the petition and
request for public comment was published in the Federal Register on August 26,
1988 (53 FR 32624]. On October 20, 1988 the original notice of receipt of
PRM-50-50 was corrected in response to your letter of September 3,1988 to
provide additional information in support of your intent.by revising two
sentences in the Grounds for the Petition. The correction had the effect of
increasing the number of plants included in the basis for the petition [53 FR
40432). Public comments were received in response to the notices in the
Federal Register of August 26 and October 17, 1988.

For the reasons set forth in the enclosed notice, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission has denied the petition for rule making.

Sincerely,

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission

Enclosure: Notice of Denial
of Petition for Rulemaking
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The Honorable. Robert Graham, Chairman
Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation
Committee on Environment and Public Works
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The enclosed Notice of Denial of Petition for Rule Making is forwarded for the
information of the Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation. The Commission would
be pleased to respond to any questions the Subcommittee may have on this
Notice.

Sincerely,

Dennis Rathburn,
Director, Congressional Affairs

Enclosure: Notice of
Denial of Petition for
Rulemaking

(Similar letters to be sent to the Chairmen of the Subcommittee on Energy and
the Environment of the House Committee on-Interior and Insular Affairs, and
the Subcommittee on Environment,- Energy, and Natural Resources of the House
Committee on Government Operations.)
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